
Events

LionheART Gallery Exhibition Opening

LionheART  proudly presents Blooming in the Desert: Reimagining Justice , a

diverse collection of works from currently and formerly incarcerated artists sin JAC's

community. The pieces on display span a wide variety of mediums and subject

matter, with the strength of the artists' voices being the thread that connects them.

T he exhibition opens April 30th with a reception from 7:00-10:00pm and runs

through May 29th. LionheART  gallery is located in downtown Bridgeport, CT .

Please contact LionheART for gallery hours.

JAC and Baltimore County Arts Guild Present: Degrees of Separation

Featuring over 40 works by artists in JAC's community, Degrees of  Separation

explores the relationship that proximity and spatial relation have with an individual’s

ability to understand, experience, and engage with the world around them. Just as

physical distance changes one’s perspective regarding a piece of artwork, so is one’s

understanding of the carceral system shaped by their proximity to persons impacted

by the system. This exhibition will be opening to the public Sunday, May 1st at the

Baltimore County Arts Guild Clubhouse in Catonsville, MD. T here will be a

reception on Sunday, May 15 from 3:00-5:00pm. Reserve your ticket for the

reception here.

Busboys and Poets Exhibition

We are excited to be partnering with Busboys and Poets to present a collection of

works created by inside artists who have close ties to the DC area, including Greg

Bolden, Conor Broderick, Harry Ellis, and KID WIT H DA CRAYONS KW/DC. Stop by

for a bite and view the artwork at Busboys' Brookland, DC location through

September 11th. Busboys and Poets is a restaurant, bookstore, community

gathering place, and cultural hub, which has quickly established itself as a district

mainstay dedicated to providing a place for deliberate pause, where one can feed

their mind, body and soul.

Create + Connect

Ex-Crucible: The Passion of Incarcerated Artists

Book Talk with Peter Merts

Join us for a conversation with Peter Merts, a photographer who has been

photographing arts classes at California state prisons for 15 years. His images have

appeared in the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Economist, The Guardian,

and HuffPost. He is in the process of publishing a monograph of his photos of

incarcerated artists, and the book will include his essays, as well as writings by Annie

Buckley, founder/director of the Prison Arts Collective, and two writers currently

incarcerated at San Quentin -- "Brothers in Pen" Rahsaan Thomas and Kevin Sawyer.

Purchase your pay what you can ticket here !

Call for Submissions

Justice Arts Coalition & Institute for the Development of Human Arts

JAC has recently partnered with Institute for the Development of  Human

Arts (IDHA) on T he Art of  Grief , which seeks to demonstrate the myriad shapes

that grief can take, as well as the ways that we can tend to our grief. We believe that

art can be a catalyst for healing and connection and we hope that through the

process of creating and engaging with artwork centered around this theme we can

all work to tend to our own grief with compassion and tenderness.

JAC has already shared this call with several currently incarcerated artists in our

network. We would now like to extend the opportunity to other artists in our network

who feel called by this project.

Work can be submitted here.

All works will be showcased on both JAC's and IDHA’s websites and some will be

curated into a community zine and/or featured at a virtual event this summer.

If  you have any questions, feel free to reach out to

jesse@thejusticeartscoalition.org

Wednesday Night Network Gatherings

Don't forget about our Wednesday Night Gatherings! If you are interested in getting

involved, and/or in joining our community listserv to receive announcements about

these events and others, please email katherine@thejusticeartscoalition.org.

Gallery of the month

Long Nose 1, by Vince Vader

For the month of April, JAC’s Gallery of the Month team is showcasing a variety of

artwork that features comedy in the form of cartoons, parody, and comics.

Comedy is a powerful tool. It can invoke lighthearted feelings—providing a source of

comfort and emotional relief. And beyond the power of comedic relief, the mediums

associated with comedy can provide incredible outlets for processing and expressing

one’s emotions. This release can prove to be especially healing and liberating in

carceral settings, which are so often devoid of sources of hope and joy. Comedic art,

like parody, can serve as an accessible mode of critique; a useful tool for subverting

the authority of these institutions and exposing their failures.

We hope you enjoy this month’s gallery: Witty Works.

New on Our Blog

Teaching Artist Spotlight: André de Quadros

Recently JAC had the chance to speak with Dr André de Quadros, human rights

activist, music educator, artist, and ethnomusicologist, who has conducted and

undertaken research in over forty countries. His professional work has taken him to

the most diverse settings, spanning professional ensembles, and projects with

prisons, psychosocial rehabilitation, refugees and asylum-seekers, and victims of

torture and trauma.

For nearly a decade, André de Quadros has worked in Massachusetts prisons, jails, and

detention centers with a focus on empowering people in incarcerated settings to tell

their stories through improvised music, song-creation, poetry, movement, and

theater. The approach co-created by him is called Empowering Song.

You can read more about André de Quadros, and his work, here .

A Day in the Life of a JAC Intern: Jesse’s Monday

This autobiographical blog by our intern Jesse DiMeglio explores her relationship with

JAC, how her work ties into her life as a whole, and outlines her typical Monday. The

piece provides an insightful look into JAC's internal community while giving members

of our network a unique opportunity to really get to know a member of our team. You

can read Jesse's piece on JAC's blog.

“Correctional: A Memoir” by Ravi Shankar

We also spoke recently with Dr. Ravi Shankar, professor, author, and pushcart award

winning poet, about his newly released book Correctional, A Memoir. Dr. Shankar

discussed his experiences leading up to the release of his memoir, along with what

inspired him to put pen to paper in the first place, culminating in what he describes as

the most important work he has completed thus far.

This blog post highlights a specific excerpt from Correctional, and performs and

informed dissection on this portion of the book based upon our conversation with Dr.

Shankar. You can read the piece here , and purchase a copy of Correctional here .

Support JAC!

Fill out our Volunteer Survey!

Join T he pART ner Project!

Missed JAC's Art For A New Future: 2021 National Convening?

If you're interested in watching the recordings of the sessions, you can gain access to

the entire collection of over 30 recordings of workshop, performance, and panel

discussions by donating $50 or more .

News & Resources from Across our Network

T he Sentences T hat Create Us: A new book which draws from the unique insights

of over fifty justice-involved contributors and their allies to offer inspiration and

resources for creating a literary life in prison.

T he Digital Abolitionist : Resources on prison-industrial complex (PIC) abolition

JAC Resource Library: Research, writing, and media on the intersections of justice

and the arts

Just Media: An open access archive of films, documentaries, and other content

meant to serve as a media literacy tool for topics and stories of the carceral state

Jobs in our sector: This new page on JAC's website serves as an up to date listing of

job and volunteer opportunities with our various partner organizations, as well as

those provided by other organization and groups working in our field.

Mass Incarceration: T he Whole Pie 2022 - The latest report from the Prison Policy

Initiative, which identifies the statistics of where and why so many people in this

country are currently incarcerated.

Envisioning Justice RE:ACT ION - This online exhibition and activation kit using the

arts and humanities to imagine a future without mass incarceration.

Publications Accepting Submissions from Incarcerated People: This publicly

visible google sheets document contains a list of various different publishers and

publishing opportunities. 
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